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Abstract--- Mankind's history is watching an abnormal time battling an imperceptible foe; the novel 

COVID-19 coronavirus. At first, I saw in the Wuhan area of China, presently fastly spreading the world 

over. SARS-CoV-2 is a new virus responsible for an outbreak of respiratory illness known as COVID-19, 

which has spread to several countries around the world. There is no specific treatment for disease caused 

by a novel coronavirus. However, many of the symptoms can be treated and therefore, treatment based 

on the patient's clinical condition. The specific manifestations incorporate fever, hack, weariness, 

pneumonia, migraine, the runs, hemoptysis, and dyspnea. Preventive estimates, aimed at example, covers, 

hand cleanliness rehearses, evasion of open contact, case identification, contact following, then isolates 

remain compelling aimed at diminishing the transmission. Until this point in time, no particular antiviral 

treatment is demonstrated powerful. Thus, contaminated individuals principally depend on symptomatic 

treatment and substantial consideration. Even though these investigations had significance towards 

control an open crisis, more research should be led to give significant & dependable approaches to deal 

with this sort of general wellbeing crisis in both short-and long haul. 
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1. Introduction 

 
As indicated through the World Health Organization (WHO), 2 747053 Confirmed cases the Last update: 

24 April 2020, 05:30 GMT+11:46, 191899Confirmed passing’s Last update: 24 April 2020, 05:30 

GMT+11:46, 213 Countries, zones or domains with cases [1]. COVID-19 is the First driving reason for 

death around the world, with the death rate evaluated to increase to the primary high situation by 2030. The 

procedure of indicative imaging assumes a crucial job during the determination of coronavirus. The 

coronavirus for the most part happens because of Respirational corruptions that can remain connected thru 

droplets of several sizes: as soon as the droplet elements are >5-10 μm in distance across they remain referred 

towards by way of respirational drops, then as soon as on that point remain <5μm in breadth, they remain 

referred towards as per drop cores. As designated through current proof, the COVID-19 infection remains 

principally interconnected among persons through respirational beads & contact courses. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure1 : Coronavirus Image. 
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In humans, coronavirus has been identified various respiratory organs. This virus attacks both upper and 

lower respiratory organs like lungs. This is recognized in 1965, a virus named as “B8140”. Nowadays, most 

of the people infected COVID 19 and experienced the illness of the respiratory systems. For this virus, no 

special medicine and treatment are available, the patient only recovers when the special treatment given to 

respiratory organs. The older age people under laying the medical symptoms such by way of diabetes, heart 

disease and cancer people most serious about this. The best method towards avoid disease is to slow down 

the communication rate; the individual caring and continuously washing hands is the best prevention. 

Alcoholic sanitizers have to be rubbed frequently and do not touch your face. 

 

 

2. Symptoms: 

 
The covid19 transmited through saliva and discharge virus samples from the nose to person. The infected 

persons can easily identify symptoms like cough and sneeze until there is no particular treatment or vaccine 

for COVID 19. Entire globe researchers have trailed the clinical investigation for a potential drug. The WHO 

continuously monitor the updated data on clinical evaluations. 

 

 

3. Prevention: 

 
➢ Consistently wash your hands with sanitizer or soap. 

➢ We should maintain a 2meter distance between person to person. 

➢ Avoid to touching the face. 

➢ At coughing and sneezing cover the mouth. 

➢ At unwell situations, stay at home. 

➢ Avoid smoking. 

➢ Unnecessary travels and large groups of people necessary to avoid and maintained physical 

distance. 
 

These are the main indications comprises the fever, dry cough & tiredness. The general indications include 

the main symptoms are shortness of breath, pains sore throat. 

 

 

4. Diagnosis process: 

The COVID 19 virus is a medium-size RNA type; it is visible on an electron micrograph. 30 kb long 

nucleic acid positive in nature are the COVID19 structure. All COVID 19 cells developed in the plasma 

cells and infected through resipretory organs. Normal antibodies cannot destroy these cells in human beings. 

The corona virus is an envelope in structure and non-segmented RNA virus. The epidemic bacteria damage 

the respiratory syndrome and decreases the immunity system. 

 

 

5. Methods: 

The pneumonia type symptoms observed on any humans then necessary to follow expert suggestions. 

This is an epidemic disease an emerging diagnosis and special treatments are necessary. 
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Figure 2: diagnosis and treatment 

 

Fig 2 explains about the diagnosis process and treatment steps. In this, at very first stage doubtful patients 

samples are collected for diagnosis process. When this test becomes positive, then automatically a special 

treatment has been started. If the test results said negative, the decision is followed by a patient. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: RFO-segmentation 

Fig 3 explains about chest x-ray analysis of COVID19 patient, in this at first stage apply the segmentation 

technique for preprocessing. After the first phase, random forest optimization is applied. With this technique, 

we classify the lungs and respiratory system position clearly. 

 

6. Results: 
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Figure 4: COVID19patient virus identification. 

 

Fig 4 describes that virus identification in lungs, this position is clearly classified by random forest 

optimization with geometry computations. 

 

Figure 5: Active cases 

Figure 6: Confirmed cases 

 

Figure 7: Recovered cases 
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From fig 5 to 7 demonstrate that various types of graphical representation for analyzing the confirmed, 

active and recovered patient’s data. These analyses are starting from feb 02 2020 to apr 22 2020. 

 

7. Conclusion: 

 
There has been a quick flood to investigate because of the episode of 2019-nCoV. During this early retro, 

inspects consume remained circulated exploring the enquiry of infection transmission, causes, clinical sign 

too end, expectation, & control of the novel crown infection. Studies researching neutralization then control 

measures consume begun towards bit by bit increase. Studies giving confirmation on expectation then 

control measures remain basically expected towards restrict the impact of the scene. Government workplaces 

have quickly melded continuous intelligent revelations into open courses of action at the system, 

neighborhood, & national levels to chill out just as thwart the further spread of the 2019-nCoV. 
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